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Jarle Gunnarstein from the Larsnes Mek Verksted shipyard 
in Norway shakes the hand of Skipper Allister Irvine after 
the arrival to Symbister wishing them well for the future.

ZEPHYR (LK 394) arrived 
back in Shetland on 28 
September following 

fitting out at Norwegian Yard 
Larsnes AS. Her hull and 
superstructure were built at 
Marine Projects in Poland with 
completion in February.

The 75.4m long ship was 
designed by Skipsteknisk AS and 

FACT FILE
NAME: Zephyr 
REGISTRATION: LK394
SKIPPER: Allister Irvine
CREW: 10
COMPANY: Zephyr Fishing 
Company Ltd.
HOME PORT: Lerwick
DESIGN: Skipsteknisk AS
TYPE OF VESSEL: Pelagic 
trawler
LENGTH: 75.4m
BEAM: 15m
RSW CAPACITY: 2500m3 
MAIN ENGINE: Wârtsila 
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NEW BOAT

ZEPHYR

ZEPHYR IS LATEST PELAGIC GIANT 
TO JOIN WHALSAY FLEET

By Peter JohnsonTHE ZEPHYR, 
Whalsay’s latest 
pelagic trawler, 
having completed 
fishing trials, has 
headed to the 
fishing grounds to 
join the mackerel 
season. 

Now 70-years-old (or young) 
he feels he has a bit to go yet 
before hanging up the sea boots. 
“I’ll get two or three years yet, if 
I’m able,” he said.

ZEPHYR is the fifth vessel 
to bear the name owned by the 
Irvine family. Allister’s father 
Lowrie bought his first boat, the 
Mary Jean, from Fraserburgh 
in 1948 and the first ZEPHYR 
came in 1959 and went to the 
drift net for herring as well as 
white fish seine, this was the first 
boat Allister was on, joining the 
crew in 1964. 

The next ZEPHYR was a 
larger 90ft dual purpose boat that 
fished mackerel and herring with 
purse seine and also white fish. 
The next steel-hulled ZEPHYR 
was bought in 1980, and 
lengthened five years after that, 
as was the Antares skippered by 
another Irvine brother Lowrie, 
with a fourth brother – Bobby – 
also in the crew.

Zephyr headed to Lerwick 
to take on gear after all the 
arrival celebrations were over
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The Zephyr crew at Symbister

The Wartsilla Main Engine The Zephyr Messroom

LARSNES MEK. VERKSTED AS
6084 LARSNES

Phone: +47 70 02 64 00
E-mail: post@larsnes-mek.no

www.larsnes-mek.no

Best wishes to the 
Zephyr Fishing Company. 

Safe fishing for the 
future to all the crew from 

LARSNES.

QUALITY THROUGH EXPERIENCE

 Tel: 00353-74 9731180  Email: enquiries@swannetgundry.com  www.sng.ie

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE ZEPHYR FISHING CO.
& CREW WITH YOUR NEW VESSEL.

WISHING YOU SAFE & SUCCESSFUL FISHING.

ZEPHYR

towed from Poland to Norway on 
a barge, with winches and engine 
installed. The Polish yard builds 
a wide variety of craft including 
fish carriers, yachts and even tall 
ships as well as fishing boats.

Skipper Allister Irvine said 
that the £27m build had gone 
pretty much to plan and all that 
remained was to start catching 
fish when the mackerel season 
begins for UK boats. 

ZEPHYR is owned by Zephyr 

Fishing Company Ltd with 
the shareholders being Allister 
Irvine, Johnny Simpson (mate), 
Brian Irvine (engineer), John 
Arthur Irvine (Allister’s brother) 
and Andrew Irvine (father to 
Brian) – the latter two of whom 
are now retired.

The rest of the crew include 
Callum Irvine (Allister’s 
grandson), John Lowrie Irvine 
(John Arthur’s son), Maurice 
Arthur and his son Richard 
Arthur, Allister Pearson, Willie 
John Jamieson and cook Sean 
Simpson (Johnny Simpson’s son).

John Arthur Irvine was the 
skipper of ZEPHYR for many 
years and Allister only took over 
as skipper three years ago after 
50-odd years at sea. 
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VÓNIN PACKAGE

Brian Irvine (engineer) in his Engine control room Zephyr wheelhouse equipment Looking aft from the wheelhouse

Crowds go onboard at Symbister after the ships arrival to welcome and have a look around the new boat

PATENTED

FLOW BOOSTER

5 FOILS

Wishing George, Ruby, family and crew 
every success with the new Adenia 
Wishing every success to Zephyr Fishing Company 
with your new vessel.

The two vessels rigged up for 
pair-trawling in Ireland in 1986, 
with the purse seine very much 
of secondary importance and 
used mainly for herring. 

The purse seine has been 
eliminated entirely in the new 
boat, which used white fish 
trawl units to amalgamate onto 
the licence in order to build the 
bigger vessel. The purse seine 
was “hard work on the crew 
anyway,” said Allister.

“The difference between 
this boat and the older ones is 
no real,” he added. There were 
some “poor runs” in his father’s 
first, 65ft long, ZEPHYR, where 
the lack of a decent market in 
Shetland meant boats heading to 
Aberdeen with their catch.

With the pelagic trawl, a 
massive “net stacker” crane on 
the stern of the vessel does most 
of the hard work. Another crane 
on the port corner is solely for 
lifting the fish pump.

The next ZEPHYR and 
ANTARES started off pair-
trawling but had more than 
enough power for single trawling 
and each “went their separate 
ways” as a result.

The same is, of course, true 
with the latest generation of 
boats and the new ZEPHYR has 
a 9,300hp Wärtsilä V12 main 
engine, essentially the same 
engine as the old boat but a more 
modern iteration with more 
power.

In new money, the main 
engine generates 6,960kW 
@ 750 rpm driving through 
a Wärtsilä 5.22:1 reduction 
gearbox driving a four-metre 
diameter four-bladed controllable 
pitch propeller in a fixed nozzle. 

1,300 kW fore and aft 
Brunvoll thrusters provide 
extra manoeuvrability coming 
alongside or when fishing if 
needed. 

ZEPHYR will fish with 
all ten men in the crew and 
usually lands to Pelagia either 

in Lerwick or Norway, with the 
hope being most can be landed 
to the former Shetland Catch 
factory. The Pelagia contract 
does not apply outside of 
Norway, and the ZEPHYR will 
be free to land to any factory.

Allister said: “We will be 
going to the mackerel about 
the end of next week. The 
markets will be cleared up a 
bit and we can maybe get the 
chance to land. There are a lot 
of Norwegian boats just now 
landing everywhere and the 
mackerel is better for trawling a 
peerie bit later on – a bit firmer.

“We still have a bit of herring 
left and when the mackerel 
is finished there might be a 
bit of herring then. Just now 
the factories are full up with 
mackerel.”

The 15m beam ship has a top 
speed of about 17.5 knots and 
a RSW (refrigerated sea water) 

tank capacity of 2,550 cubic 
metres, enough for 2,200 – 2,300 
tonnes of blue whiting. 

Constant communications 
with the factories nowadays, 
with tow by tow updates being 
provided on WhatsApp, and 
vessel movements tracked on 
the AIS (automatic identification 
system), means the pelagic 
trawlers can pretty much fish to 
order, with the cut off being what 
the factory can handle over a 
couple of days. 

ZEPHYR’s wheelhouse is 
of course fully linked to the 
Internet and communications. 
Five big displays, the centre one 
being touch-screen, can show 
all manner and combination of 
information from vessel systems 
to net and catch information via 
sensors, to weather forecast, 
radar and AIS, to name a few 
applications.

The vessel’s crew are 

handsomely accommodated in 11 
single-berth en-suite cabins and 
there are a further two 2-berth 
en-suite cabins plus a hospital 
cabin. There is an onboard gym 
and two lounge rooms. One of 
the lounges is separated from 
the messroom by a real stone 
wall complete with an embedded 
“natural look” electric fire.

The vessel is rigged to pump 
fish on board from the stern 
via the MMC pumping system, 
the same firm supplying the 
separator. The catch can be 
discharged from either the port 
or starboard side, depending on 
what the factory set up needs.

Sea water refrigeration is by 
Johnson Controls and SeaQuest 
supplied two fish pumps.

A 3,100kW shaft generator 
powers all the winches, cranes 
and systems at sea and there 
are no less than five auxiliary 
Caterpillar generators for when 

the vessel is landing or otherwise 
requiring extra power.

A 170kW Caterpillar harbour 
generator is also installed for 
power when she is tied up and 
not using shore power.

Two 91 tonne trawl winches 
were supplied by Karmøy Winch 
AS along with a Karm computer 
autotrawl system; 2 x 41m3/110t 
net drums; and various mooring, 
outhaul, topline and netsounder 
cable winches.

Two midwater herring trawls 
were supplied by Swan Net 
Gundry of Killybegs: 2 x 900m 
midwater herring trawls as were 
two larger midwater mackerel 

One of the Catt auxiliary generator engines

trawls and a blue whiting net. 
Vónin of Faroe supplied a further 
three blue whiting nets. Trawl 
doors are two Vónin Tornado 
11m2 4200kg doors. 

ZEPHYR’s electronics were 
supplied by H Williamson & 
Sons Ltd, Scalloway including 
mostly Furuno fish detection and 
plotting equipment and various 
Furuno radars and navigation 
aids were among the navigation 
electronics.

The Skipper team wish 
Zephyr Fishing Company, the 
Zephyr crew and their families 
every success and safe fishing 
with the new ZEPHYR. 

The old Zephyr 

Skipper Allister Irvine and his 
crew looked carefully at the 
fishing gear options for the 

new 74.50 metre, 2250 cubic metre 
capacity pelagic trawler ZEPHYR. 

Having used Vónin Blue 
Whiting gear on the old ZEPHYR, 
they knew they wanted the 
complete package – the tried-and-
tested 2304 metre Blue Whiting 
trawl, with a pair of Tornado doors 
and a couple of heavy-duty Blue 
Whiting codends.

Vónin’s Blue Whiting trawl 
has been a consistent performer 
for pelagic vessels in the Faroe 
Islands, Iceland, Denmark, 
Norway, Russia, the Netherlands 
and France, as well as a number of 
UK vessels.

In fact, a substantial chunk of 
each season’s Blue Whiting catch 
is taken in trawls and the heavy-
duty codends that come from 
Vónin’s net loft.

ZEPHYR’s trawl is made 
with its forenet meshes spliced 
from the company’s Capto rope 
to give the gear the strength and 
flexibility it needs for coping with 

the demanding Blue Whiting 
fishery that takes place west of 
Ireland in the early part of each 
year. This is a fishery characterised 
by frequent heavy weather and big 
bags of fish taken from the dense 
marks of migrating Blue Whiting, 
so a robust set of fishing gear is 
essential.

The Vónin trawl gear is 
matched with an 11 square metre 
pair of the Tornado doors – doors 
that have been shown to be 
remarkably versatile, capable of 
performing from just below the 
surface to close to the seabed. 
They can be rigged for a variety 
of trawl gears and towing speeds 
from 1.50 knots to more than 5 
knots, and they take both parallel 
and V-rig configurations in their 
stride. 

Innovatively designed, with 
five foils and a patented Flow 
Booster generating exceptional lift, 
pelagic skippers have repeatedly 
mentioned that they see the doors 
square away as soon as they hit 
the water, spreading rapidly as the 
Flow Booster kicks in.

ZEPHYR rigged with full Blue 
Whiting package from Vónin


